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The 2017 Cumberland Colloquium, held on the
24th and 25th of September at Cumberland
Lodge, set out to tackle received and contested
understandings of social cohesion – its nature, its
dynamics, its strengths and weaknesses – in times
of economic, social and political uncertainty. The
subject’s backdrop was the recent election of
Donald Trump in the United States, the UK’s
referendum on leaving the EU, which has since
increased uncertainty as to the country’s future
within Europe as a political entity, increases in
ethnic tensions, austerity and rising inequality.
Thus, the number of perspectives that the event
could potentially focus on were substantial. 

The colloquium adopted an ambitious aim of
bringing together practitioners and academics
from various disciplines, in order to discuss social
cohesion from as many angles as possible. The
objective was for participants to remove
themselves from familiar concepts and language:
to start with the notion of social cohesion as an
entirely abstract concept and rebuild it.
Participants were encouraged to ask questions
out of ignorance as well as from various technical
positions. It was expected that participants would
not be familiar with their colleagues’ use and
employment of the term in all situations. This
exercise thus enabled participants to question
their own understanding and use of the concept.

The format of the event mixed workshops, social
sessions and more traditional paper panels. This
helped ensure a plurality of views, positions and
arguments – some of which are more suited to
different media – could be established, discussed
and incorporated into the discussions over the
two days. Reports on the individual sessions can
be found later in this report. As a general note,
the willingness for participants to move outside
of their comfort zone was striking. All
participants engaged with the subject and format
enthusiastically; I am certain that this is what
made the event such a success. The intimate
setting and selective group also provided the
time and space to go into depth on the various
elements of social cohesion, including: the rise of
the far right; the role of popular culture;

introduction
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intersections between gender and social
cohesion; the role of the economy, the state and
public policy in promoting or hindering cohesion;
and the significance and dynamics of promoting
cohesion in the workplace.  That we were able to
discuss such a wide range of subjects whilst
retaining a common thread through these
discussions speaks to the importance and
perhaps universality of social cohesion as a
concept. 

The success of the 2017 colloquium has provided
the impetus to continue collaboration around the
subject. Members of the organising committee
are planning an edited collection based on work
derived from the event, as well as setting up a
‘working group’ on social cohesion, which
eventually will be open to academics and
practitioners alike. Finally my thanks again to all
the participants, but especially colleagues at
Cumberland Lodge who made the event possible:
Rachel Smillie, Alice Wigley, and Owen Gower.
Our thanks also to the Social Policy Association,
who awarded us a £500 grant to subsidise
registration fees, so that we could make the
event more accessible to a wider range of
potential participants.

Matthew Donoghue (Chair)
on behalf of the organising committee,

Kerstin Frie, Samentha Goethals,
Sadek Kessous, Ben Whitham



keynote lecture – Professor Lydia Morris 

Professor Morris’s lecture focused on the
differentiation of citizenship rights available to
different categories of migrants in the UK. This
was in the context of ongoing processes of
welfare reform, austerity politics, and the UK’s
impending exit from the European Union. The
talk deftly related issues around migrants’
eligibility for support via institutions such as the
welfare state with questions centred on
integration and social cohesion. The paper
couched this within broader academic
discussions of the role and influence of
cosmopolitan ideals – that what is ‘right’ for one
person is right for all – on understanding the
depth and limits of citizenship as the primary
measure for full inclusion. Yet in reality, migrants’
ability to realise their social rights (for example
through access to welfare services) is heavily
stratified based on their labour market position,
residency status and social position, where
implicit conditions are placed upon them in a way
that is not the case for natives or full citizens. 

The keynote was well attended by the
colloquium participants, but also by Cumberland
Lodge staff and Friends of the Lodge, drawn from
the local community. It was testament to
Professor Morris’s talk that there were so many
questions to field from such a diverse audience. It
was particularly heartening to see such a wide
engagement with the subject from so many
angles; not just from different academic
disciplines, but also from those with diverse
backgrounds who were able to reflect on their
own life experiences and bring new insights to
the topic. For me, this address emphasised the
close connections between Cumberland Lodge
and its local community, and its impressive ability
to involve people from many walks of life in
debates central to the development of a good
society.
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report by Matthew Donoghue

Professor Lydia Morris of the University of Essex,
speaking on Social Integration

and Social Divisions

Delegates share stories in
Hen Wilkinson’s workshop on ‘Strangers are

made, not found’
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session one - strangers are made, not found
report by Kerstin Frie

The ‘Strangers are made, not found’ workshop
took place after dinner on Sunday evening of our
colloquium. Hen Wilkinson, who is the co-
founder and co-director of ‘Community Resolve’
– an organisation focussing on the creation of
social cohesion – as well as PhD student at the
University of Bristol, led the workshop. She
started the session by engaging us in a group
exercise. We were asked to walk around the
room and stop at her signal to chat to the
person standing closest to us. This was repeated
several times and we were given a different topic
for each round. All discussions focussed on
personal experiences of meeting strangers. For
instance, Hen asked us to recall a weird
encounter with a stranger, or to talk about our
first memory of meeting a stranger. In all rounds,
we told our story alternatingly. We were not
allowed to interrupt or comment on the other
person’s story. This exercise was not only fun but
also allowed the delegates to get to know each
other. We had been strangers to one another
before the workshop, and since the topics were
all quite intimate, everyone opened up to each
other pretty quickly. I personally found it quite
hard to just listen and not react to another
person’s story. In our everyday lives, we are very
used to engaging in two-way conversation
involving questions and answers. It was therefore
unusual and interesting to reduce the interaction
to simple talking vs. listening. However, I also felt
it provided room for people to share exactly as
much and as little as they wanted. I felt less
judged about the content of my stories. It was
therefore quite a liberating experience –
something that can surely be useful in situations
requiring mediation. 

In the second part of the session, Hen engaged
us in a different exercise. This time, we were
asked to define the word stranger using four
words. We were given two minutes to do this
task on our own. Then we were asked to discuss
our four chosen words with the person sitting
next to us. We were instructed to decide

together on a set of four words, based on the
ones that we had come up with. The same
process was then repeated by opening up the
discussion with another pair. Once the four of us
had decided on a set of four words, we were
asked to write these words onto a flipchart so
that the whole room could see them. This
exercise made us all realise how differently the
word stranger can be defined. Some of us felt
that the word stranger was associated with the
idea of a suspicious and possibly dangerous
person following us on a dimly lit street. Others
felt that the word stranger referred to
foreigners. Moreover, we found that most people
assigned a negative connotation to the word,
since words such as ‘nervous’ and ‘uncertain’
showed up on the board. Only few people
assigned a positive meaning to the word, as
demonstrated by words such as ‘opportunity’.
Generally, we found that it was difficult to reduce
the meaning of ‘stranger’ to a set of four words. 

Hen did a fantastic job at guiding us through the
workshop. She managed to get everyone
engaged, which is a remarkable achievement
considering all participants had just indulged in a
heavy three-course meal. The session was very
fruitful in opening discussion and getting to know
fellow delegates. I am convinced this ice-breaker
helped us to discuss more difficult topics in the
following sessions.
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session two: re-examining the relationship between
cultural works and social cohesion

This session, chaired by Dr Rachel Smillie of
Cumberland Lodge, approached broad issues of
cohesion and division through an examination of
different cultural practices – one concerned with
mass media, and the other at a more micro level,
examining the power of digital storytelling. 

The first paper, a comparative engagement with
the film Wonder woman and the TV programme
The Handmaid’s Tale (based on the book of the
same name) sought to engage with how women’s
(dis)empowerment is represented in, and could
be enacted through, popular cultural works.
These two shows were chosen considering that
one portrayed women as strong superheroes,
whilst the other was a representation of
repression and forced subservience. Natalie
Collins weaved a number of threads to
demonstrate multiple cultural implications of
how we engage with these formats and subjects.
This generated an enthusiastic discussion from
the audience, including around whether the
dystopian genre has become too popular and
therefore lost its bite, which may ultimately
impede the important potential contribution to
critical engagement of gender issues by
programmes such as The Handmaid’s Tale.
Nevertheless, the very fact that such a
programme can be developed for a mass
audience, reach such popularity, and create such
an impact does suggest that its power to facilitate
critical engagement on issues around gender
inequality remains prominent. 

The second presentation, given by Dr Abigail
Gardner from the University of Gloucestershire,
focused on the MYSTY (My Story) Erasmus+
funded project. With the aim of deepening
knowledge around diversity awareness, MYSTY
documented participants’ stories around ‘food’,
‘family’ and ‘festival’. This knowledge can drive the
development of strategies that can help tackle
issues around division and misunderstanding, thus
facilitating the development of social cohesion

report by Matthew Donoghue

across Europe. Dr Gardner provided a fascinating
discussion around this topic, demonstrating how
people opening up about potentially sensitive
subjects from their lives and broader cultural
histories inform their approach to day-to-day life,
as well as processes around integration and social
interaction. The presentation drew upon primary
data collected from Jewish participants for
example, who discussed challenges in their lives,
whilst also demonstrating a positive outlook and
cultural resilience, of sorts.

Both presentations brought to light the
importance of acknowledging and embracing
unexpected narratives and negative reactions, as
a way of exploring underlying tensions,
assumptions and beliefs surrounding gender and
racial inequality. The discussion that ensued after
both presentations was testament to this, as
questions intended for one presenter were also
addressed by the other presenter, with many of
these discussions being opened up to the room.
In this way, the panel exemplified the purpose of
the colloquium: to engage with issues of
cohesion, division and diversity from different,
and sometimes perhaps not as obvious, angles in
order to draw together common experiences
and find a common language for cohesion. In so
doing, the panel demonstrated forcefully the
central importance of culture and media in
driving this coming together of perspectives.
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session three: social cohesion in the workplace
report by Samentha Goethals

In this thought-provoking two-part session,
Tamanda Walker started by telling us about her
story and intersecting identities as the daughter
of South African and Irish parents regularly
crossing cultural borders. Her experience
informs her reflection on her work as a Human
Resources (HR) professional and the concrete
barriers to workplace social cohesion she has
observed at the level of corporate culture and
policy, particularly with regards to the reality of
religion and belief at work. It also inspires the
question of her doctoral research:  
‘To what extent do employer engagements with
religion and belief… contribute to equality, trust
and inclusion within UK workplaces and…
support social cohesion beyond the workplace?’ 
Tamanda asks this question in light of several
challenges for social cohesion in the workplace
and for HR Managers who are responsible for
company culture and values as well as addressing
problems of equality, diversity and inclusion
across organisations and sectors.  Among others,
she identifies five challenges:

Demographic change: globalisation,-
internationalisation & migration
Changing patterns of religion and belief-
The threat of global terrorism and ‘Islamic’-
extremism
Rising racism, islamophobia & antisemitism-
A ‘religiously illiterate’ media-

At this stage of her research, Tamanda suggests
that we need:

A more nuanced understanding of the reality-
of religion and belief in the UK (i.e. more
‘religious literacy’, ‘better quality of
conversation’)
Appropriate, well-evidenced frameworks and-
proactive solutions to employ in building
equality
More joined up, whole-organisational-
approaches to engagements with religion and
belief that marry policy-driven aspects
(external) with HRM aspects (internal)

To illustrate the implications of these challenges
for workplace cohesion, she engaged the entire
group in a fascinating experiment on ‘expression
and offence at work’. She asked us to individually
review and rank in order of offensiveness a set of
statements expressed by people with different
religious and cultural backgrounds or in reaction
to others with different religious and cultural
backgrounds heard in everyday conversations at
work. We then discussed our responses in pairs
before reporting to the whole group. 

The exercise compelled participants to move out
of their comfort zone and think about issues of
social and cultural appropriateness from
perspectives that may be alien to them in their
day-to-day lives. It highlighted the great variance
in sensitivities between different individuals and
encouraged us to reflect on how this variance
places potential barriers in the way of workplace
cohesion. The exercise showed the importance of
taking into account the depth of people’s cultural
experiences and background to identify potential
impasses and how to address them.

Tamanda Walker addressing delegates during
‘Social Cohesion in the Workplace’
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session four: how do the politics of
(in)security affect cohesion?

The closing panel of the colloquium explored
cohesion through lenses of national, state,
individual, and social security. The panellists were:
Dr Paul Jackson, Senior Lecturer in History at
the University of Northampton; Monique
Borsenberger, a researcher at the Luxembourg
Institute of Socioeconomic Research (LISER) in
Luxembourg and PhD candidate at the UCL
Institute of Education (IoE); Jessica Reece, a PhD
candidate at the University of Portsmouth; and
Gareth Thompson, a former Public Relations
professional and now Senior Lecturer in Public
Relations at the London College of
Communication (LCC). The panel was chaired by
colloquium co-organiser Dr Ben Whitham,
Lecturer in International Relations at De
Montfort University. A diverse set of papers was
presented, followed by a lively and wide-ranging
discussion highlighting themes that spoke across
some or all of these presentations. 

Dr Jackson opened the panel with a presentation
on far right ‘lone wolf’ terrorism, exploring and
problematizing the extant literature on such
attackers, along with persistent issues around
detection, profiling, and motivation. Next, Jessica
Reece presented the key findings and quantitative
analysis of her research into relationships
between crime and social deprivation at the
regional level, exploring correlations but also
interrogating the quality of police recorded crime
(PRC) datasets. The third presentation was from
Gareth Thompson, who explored the visual
rhetoric of initiatives relating to the government’s
Prevent strategy, applying a visual discourse
analysis approach in order to highlight the use of
PR techniques in the ‘selling’ and implementation
of a highly controversial policy that is widely
viewed as an obstacle to cohesion. Finally,
Monique Borsenberger presented quantitative
findings and analysis, drawn from survey research
data, on the ‘values’ of cohesion, through a re-
coding of Luxembourgian survey data for
1999-2008 into the principles of ‘liberté, égalité,

report by Ben Whitham

fraternité’ as core cohesion values.

In the papers presented – touching on security
and cohesion issues as diverse as crime, policing,
terrorism, counter-terrorism, and national values
– and in the discussion that followed, the over-
arching theme that emerged was one of the role
of cohesion issues in the (re)production of the
Western liberal-democratic state. Earlier panels
and workshops at the colloquium tended to
emphasise positive and practical opportunities
for further cohesion, or to suggest ways around
some of the barriers in place. This panel added,
among other things, a different perspective on
cohesion, helping participants to think it through
as a set of inter-related policies, a mode of
governance or governmentality, or even to
consider, as one participant put it during the
discussion component of the panel, ‘social
cohesion as social control’.

Following the panel, all of the panellists
expressed a strong interest in future involvement
in any working group or publication emerging
from the colloquium, and a number of audience
participants approached the panel chair to
emphasise how interesting and useful they had
found this final panel for critically reflecting back
over the various presentations, workshops and
discussions of the previous 24 hours.

In the post-conference survey, one delegate
wrote, ‘the colloquium was a great opportunity
to open stimulating topics and learn the scope of
topics that are being researched with relation to
social cohesion. It was also good for networking
and see links [to] potential collaboration that
could be reflected in my research’.
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Cumberland Colloquia about Cumberland Lodge

Founded in 1947, Cumberland Lodge in Windsor
Great Park is home to an educational charity
with the vision of more peaceful, open and
inclusive societies.

We offer a ‘safe’ space for candid and challening
conversations, tackling the causes and effects of
social divisions by challenging silo thinking and
equipping and inspiring people to engage in
constructive dialogue.

We bring together leaders and influencers,
students and community practitioners, and foster
learning and critical thinking through:

Subsidised residential study retreats-
for students in higher education
Interdisciplinary conferences,-
lectures and seminars, with leading
figures from public life
Mentoring schemes and scholarships-
for early career researchers and
international students
Workshops and educational-
activities for school children and their
families, to help them explore how to
create more peaceful, open and inclusive
societies
Educational and cultural events for-
the wider community, including including
Cumberland Conversations with well-
known visiting speakers, art exhibitions,
talks, retreats and family events.

Cumberland Lodge is celebrating its
70th anniversary as an educational foundation in
2017. Find out more about its history and
heritage at: cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/timeline.

Our well-established Cumberland Colloquia
scheme provides PhD students and early career
researchers with the opportunity to develop an
interdisciplinary academic conference from
scratch, with guidance and mentoring from
Cumberland Lodge.

Now in its sixth year, the scheme has supported
ten colloquia covering diverse topics, ranging
from challenges posed by advances in
biotechnology, to corporate responsibility to
protect human rights, whether the car has an
ethical and sustainable future, and how
discourses of religious otherness can be
challenged to build a more inclusive society.

To find out more, please visit our website,
cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/colloquia.

Natalie Collins, Dr Rachel Smillie and Dr Abigail
Gardner in conversation on ‘Re-examining the

relationships between cultural works
and social cohesion’

http://www.cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/about-us/history-and-heritage/interactive-timeline
https://www.cumberlandlodge.ac.uk/Colloquia
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